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The Infinity Mirror Test for Graph Models
Satyaki Sikdar, Daniel Gonzalez Cedre, Trenton W. Ford, and Tim Weninger
Abstract—Graph models, like other machine learning models, have implicit and explicit biases built-in, which often impact performance
in nontrivial ways. The model’s faithfulness is often measured by comparing the newly generated graph against the source graph using
any number of graph properties. Therefore, differences in the size or topology of the generated graph indicate a loss in the model. Yet,
in many systems, errors encoded in loss functions are subtle and not well understood. In the present work, we introduce the Infinity
Mirror test for analyzing the robustness of graph models. This straightforward stress test works by repeatedly fitting a model to its
outputs. A hypothetically perfect graph model would have no deviation from the source graph; however, a model’s implicit biases and
assumptions are exaggerated by the Infinity Mirror test, exposing potential previously obscured issues. Through an analysis of
thousands of experiments on synthetic and real-world graphs, we show that several conventional graph models degenerate in exciting
and informative ways. We believe that the observed degenerative patterns are clues to the future development of better graph models.
Index Terms—graph models, methodology, biases
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I NTRODUCTION

M

EANINGFUL information is often hidden in subtle interactions and associations within data. Naturally, graphs are
well-suited to representing the connectivity structures that emerge
from many real-world social, biological, and physical phenomena.
Often, to gain a deeper understanding of a graph’s topology, it
is useful to summarize a graph through specific representative
characteristics that capture its structure. These summarizations
often abstract some graph details and no longer represent any
single graph but rather an entire set of graphs sharing similar
characteristics. The faithfulness of a graph model on an input
graph is usually tested by asking a model to make predictions
about the graph’s evolution or by generating a new graph using
some production scheme. In the generative case, if the model
faithfully captures the source graph’s structure, the subsequently
generated graphs should resemble the original according to some
similarity criteria.
These graph models come in many varieties. For example, the
Erdős–Rényi model relies only on external parameters—typically
a count of nodes and edges—to determine how it will randomly
connect nodes, making it incapable of truly learning any deeper
topological structure [1]. More recent graph models, like ChungLu’s Configuration model, improve on the Erdős–Rényi model by
combining specific extrinsic parameters with information learned
directly from the input graph [2]. Then, those models, including
grammar-based schemes and graph neural networks, are parameterized solely by the topology of the source graph. These latter
two classes of graph models seek a more comprehensive approach
by imbuing their production strategies with salient topological
information extracted directly from the source graph.
Just as statistical biases exist in classical machine learning
models, any graph model will make implicit assumptions and
value judgments that influence the learning and generation process. Of course, this is not necessarily undesirable; principled
assumptions are often necessary for decision-making. Certain
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Fig. 1. The Infinity Mirror test iteratively fits a model M on graph Gi ,
uses the fit parameters Θi to generate a new graph Gi+1 , and repeats
with Gi+1 . Model biases and errors are quickly revealed.

aspects of graphs may be more important based on the model
wielder’s focus and intentions. Indeed, models like Chung-Lu—
which learns a degree distribution—and the various Stochastic
Block Models, which capture clustering information, are clear
about which graph properties they preserve and ignore.
One must then ask: what assumptions do graph neural networks make when learning parameters from a source graph?
What implicit biases drive a grammar-based model to extract one
production rule over another? These questions are often difficult
to answer, and traditional methodologies may not readily reveal
these hidden inclinations.
This paper presents the Infinity Mirror test: a framework
for revealing and evaluating statistical biases present in graph
models. The Infinity Mirror test takes its name from the children’s
toy, which contains two mirrors that reflect light interminably
between them. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this framework operates by
iteratively applying a particular graph model onto a graph that it
previously generated, constructing a sequence of generated graphs
starting from some source graph. Like how a JPEG image reveals
compression artifacts when repeatedly re-compressed, a graph will
degenerate when the same model repeatedly fits its outputs. This
sequence of generated graphs can be analyzed using a variety
of graph similarity metrics to quantify how the generated graphs
diverge from the source graph. Suppose the sequence is allowed
to grow long enough. In that case, this repetition is likely to cause
the sequence of graphs to deviate from the source in a way that
exposes unknown statistical biases hidden in the model.
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2

P RELIMINARIES

A graph G = (V , E) is defined by a finite set of nodes V and a
set of edges E . We denote a node by vi ∈ V and an edge between
vi and vj is given by eij = (vi , vj ) ∈ E . For convenience, let
n = |V | and m = |E|. It is sometimes desirable to represent the
graph as an n × n adjacency matrix A = [aij ], where aij = 1 if
eij ∈ E and 0 otherwise. We take the convention that all graphs
are undirected, static, and unlabeled unless otherwise indicated.
2.1

Graph Models

A graph model M is any process or algorithm by which a set of
salient features Θ can be extracted from a graph G. In prediction
scenarios, the performance of M can be assessed using standard
precision and recall metrics on held-out data. If M also describes
how new graphs can be constructed from Θ, its performance can
be analyzed by comparing the generated graphs to G using various
measures of graph similarity.
Early graph models like the random graph of Erdős and
Rényi [1], the small world network of Watts and Strogatz [3], the
scale-free graph of Albert and Barabási [4] and its variants [5, 6],
or the more recent LFR benchmark graph generators [7] generate
graphs by applying hand-tuned parameters to some underlying
generative process. This exercise of fine-tuning the model parameters to generate topologically faithful graphs to an input graph is
taxing and often hard to achieve. In response, graph models were
developed to automatically learn the topological properties of the
source graph for a more faithful generation.
One of the first of this new generation of graph models
was Chung-Lu’s Configuration model [2]. It generated graphs
by randomly rewiring edges based on the degree sequence of
the source graph. Even though the degree sequence of the generated graph exactly matched that of the original, the model
often failed to incorporate higher-order topological structures like
triangles, cliques, cores, and communities observed in the original
graph. Since its introduction, more comprehensive models have
attempted to fix these flaws by proposing improvements like
incorporating assortativity and clustering [8, 9, 10, 11].
For example, the Block Two-level Erdős-Rényi (BTER) model
interprets its input as a scale-free collection of dense Erdős-Rényi
graphs [11]. BTER respects two properties of the original graph:
local clustering and degree sequence. However, BTER sometimes
fails to capture higher-order structures and degenerates in graphs
with homogenous degree sequences (e.g., grids). Stochastic Block
Models (SBMs) primarily consider communities in the source
graph and then create a block matrix that encodes communities
as block-to-block connectivity patterns [12, 13]. To generate
a graph, the SBM creates an Erdős-Rényi graph inside each
block and random bipartite graphs across communities. Since
SBMs’ introduction, they have been extended to handle edgeweighted [14], bipartite [15], temporal [16], and hierarchical
networks [17]. Likewise, Exponential Random Graph Models
(ERGMs) [18], Kronecker graph models [19, 20, 21], and graph
grammar models [22, 23, 24] are able to generate graphs that are
more-or-less faithful to the source graph.
Recent advances in graph neural networks have produced
graph generators based on recurrent neural networks [25], variational autoencoders [26, 27, 28], transformers [29], and generative
adversarial networks [30], each of which has advantages and
disadvantages. Graph autoencoders (GAE) learn an embedding

Fig. 2. (A) Example graph with three distinct communities. (B) Graphs
G1 , G5 , and G10 are generated using the Infinity Mirror framework
described in Fig. 1 for various models. Chung-Lu and Kronecker immediately lose the community structure of the source graph. Kronecker
progressively makes the graph denser. CNRG and SBM can retain
the input graph’s community structure, albeit with some appreciable
deterioration.

of the input graph’s nodes via message-passing and then construct new graphs by taking inner products of the embedding
vectors and passing them through an activation function (e.g., sigmoid). NetGAN (NGAN) trains a Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) to generate and discriminate between real and synthetic
random walks over the input graph. After training, the model
builds graphs from random walks produced by the generator.
GraphRNN (GRNN), a kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
decomposes the process of graph generation into two separate
RNNs—one for generating a sequence of nodes and the other for
the sequence of edges.
2.2

Graph Comparison Metrics

Graph models are typically evaluated by their ability to predict
nodes and edges. Although the prediction task is important, it
does not measure a model’s ability to capture a graph’s topological
structure.
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Another evaluation approach involves comparing a source
graph G to a new graph Ĝ generated from M using a measure
of graph similarity or divergence. Here, the choice of metric
influences the differences and biases that are exposed within the
model.
The simplest graph comparison metrics are computed by
comparing distributions of first-order graph properties like the
graph’s degree and PageRank distributions. In addition to visually
inspecting these distributions, graph modelers also employ quantitative metrics like the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence. More
advanced metrics compare two graphs by examining properties of
their adjacency matrices. There are two conventional approaches
in this space: (1) known node-correspondence metrics, which
assume every node in G has a known corresponding node in Ĝ,
and (2) unknown node-correspondence metrics, where there is no
assumed node correspondence.
D ELTACON is an example of a known node-correspondence
metric that compares node affinities between G and Ĝ [31, 32].
Affinities are measured using belief propagation, which associates
every node with a vector measuring its influence on its k -hop
neighbors. A score is produced by comparing the vectors of
corresponding node affinities. Unfortunately, most graph models do not generate graphs with a known node-correspondence.
Although best-guess node correspondence can be predicted if
needed, known node-correspondence metrics like D ELTACON
and the cut distance [33] are not well-suited for the present work.
Fortunately, there also exist many unknown nodecorrespondence metrics. Examples include Portrait divergence and
λ-distance [34, 35]. We can also directly compare the graphlet
counts [36] between G and Ĝ, or compute their graphlet correlation distance (GCD) [37] by counting node orbitals. Finally, loss
functions from recent graph neural network models compare G to
Ĝ by collating derived graph features like power-law exponents,
diameters, and node centrality scores [30].
In each case, the features extracted by a model and the generative process by which predictions are made carry inherent biases,
which may elude even the most comprehensive performance or
comparison metric.

3

I NFINITY M IRROR TEST

The Infinity Mirror [38] test seeks to expose a graph model’s
implicit biases by iteratively computing hereditary chains of
graphs generated by the model. For a graph model M and source
graph G0 , we define a chain hG1 , G2 , . . . , G` i of length ` by
computing:
Gi+1 = M(Gi , Θi )
at each iteration i of the chain, where Θi denotes the features
extracted from Gi by the model M. Fig. 1 illustrates this iterative
fit-and-generate process.
Because each subsequent graph is a lossy reflection of a
previous graph, which itself may have been a lossy reflection of
one prior, we expect that this chain of graphs will diverge from the
source graph as the chain grows longer. See Fig. 2 for an example.
By inspecting the divergence along the chain of generated graphs,
patterns of model error or bias should become easier to detect.
This chain of graphs can be evaluated from several different
perspectives. The most straightforward way to measure the error
in a chain is by comparing the initial graph G0 to the last graph
G` using a graph similarity metric. This provides insight into the
total degradation resulting from model-specific errors and biases.

Analogously, analyzing the features Θi that a model learns
when generating a chain might shine a light on the inner workings
of a model, which might not be reflected by merely comparing
output graphs to each other. However, this would require a more
tailored approach than we can provide in the present work as
different generative models learn different sets of features that
are often incomparable.
Kronecker Graphs.
Next, we apply the Infinity Mirror test
on the Kronecker graph model, which is known to produce graphs
that approximate a log-normal degree distribution (with a heavy
tail) [39]. Although this property of the Kronecker graph model
is often desirable, it is no doubt a bias that is encoded into the
model. If we provide a source graph that does not follow a lognormal degree sequence, we expect the degree sequence to diverge
relative to the source graph.
In the Kronecker model, graphs are modeled as a repeated
Kronecker product of a k × k initiator matrix I (usually, k = 2)
as shown in Fig. 3(A). Every entry of I can be thought of as a
transition probability between two states, as seen in Fig. 3(B). The
KronFit1 utility can be used to fit the initiator matrix to an input
graph, while the KronGen utility can be used to generate new
graphs from an initiator matrix, by performing repeated Kronecker
products of the initiator matrix. As a result, it can only generate
graphs with nodes which are in powers of k .
For example, consider the plots in Fig. 3(C) which illustrate the
degree distributions of a chain of graphs obtained by performing
the Infinity Mirror test on a graph of airline flights2 using the
Kronecker model. The subplot labeled G0 shows the degree distribution of the original Flights graph. We then fed the Flights graph
to KronFit and generated a graph from the learned initiator
matrix (KronGen) to create a new graph G1 [19]. The plot
labeled G1 illustrates the degree distribution of this new graph.
The degree distributions of G0 and G1 look visually similar.
The next step is to compute some distribution similarity measure
to analytically compare the two distributions (we use JensenShannon (JS) divergence), concluding that the graph model has
some error .
Rather than stopping here, the Infinity Mirror methodology
continues this fit-and-generate process. So, we input G1 into the
Kronecker model and generated a new graph G2 , whose degree
distribution is illustrated in the plot labeled G2 . Likewise, the
plots labeled G3 , G4 , . . . , G7 illustrate the degree distribution of
subsequent iterations. A visual inspection of these plots shows
that the degree sequence of the Kronecker model degenerates
into an ever-spreading oscillating distribution. We also note that
the entries in the initiator matrices monotonically increase in
magnitude across generations, signifying the increase in edge
density [19].
Fig. 3(D) provides an analytical view of the visual plots on
top as the number of iterations continues to 10. The cumulative JS
divergence compares the degree distribution of G0 to Gi , thereby
accounting for the error over multiple iterations. Conversely, the
iterative JS divergence compares the degree sequence of Gi−1
to Gi , accounting for errors in each iteration. The iterative error
shows that each fit and generate procedure produces some amount
of error, which is expected when performing any modeling.
However, it is important to note that the cumulative error is not
simply a summation of each iteration error. It is certainly possible
1. KronFit and KronGen can be obtained from SNAP
2. https://openflights.org/data.html
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E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we apply the Infinity Mirror test to several graph
models using relevant graph properties and metrics. The Infinity
Mirror test reveals interesting error patterns in many graph models
and also suggests hidden biases worthy of further investigation.
Our open-source implementation can be found on GitHub3 .
Data.
We perform experiments over five source graphs,
denoted G0 . Four of these are real-world graphs commonly found
in the graph modeling literature: OpenFlights (Flights), an email
graph from a large European research institution (Eucore), a
network of chess competitions (Chess), a collaboration network
of Condensed Matter physics (Cond-Mat). The fifth, Clique-Ring,
is a synthetic graph consisting of a 500 node ring where each node
is replaced by a 4 clique. Summary statistics on the datasets can
be found in Tab. 1.
TABLE 1
Dataset summary statistics. Avg CC is the average clustering
coefficient, and Avg PL is the average unweighted shortest path length.
Dataset
Clique-Ring
Flights
Eucore
Chess
Cond-Mat

|V|

|E|

# Triangles

Avg. CC

Avg. PL

2,000
2,905
986
7,115
21,363

3,500
15,645
16,064
55,779
91,286

2,000
72,843
105,461
108,584
171,051

0.75
0.45
0.40
0.18
0.64

250
4
2.5
4
5.35

Degree (k )

D

Iterative

Cumulative

Degree JS

1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0
0

1

2

3
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5

6

7

8

9

10

Iteration (i)
Fig. 3. (A) A generic 2 × 2 Kronecker initiator matrix I = [a b; c d], 0 ≤
a, b, c, d < 1 can be used to generate an adjacency matrix of size 2n ×2n
by using Kronecker products. (B) State transition diagram corresponding
to the initiator matrix I in (A) visually representing the recursive growth
process of Kronecker graphs. (C) Degree distribution on the Flights
graph illustrated over seven fit-and-generate iterations of the Kronecker
model. The Kronecker initiator matrix from KronFit is positioned over
the individual ridge plots. (D) Jensen-Shannon divergence of the ith
graph compared to source graph JS(G0 , Gi ) (red line) and of the ith
graph compared to the i − 1th graph JS(Gi−1 , Gi ) (green line). This
example shows hidden bias in the Kronecker graph model: the degree
distribution tends to flatten and oscillate after a few iterations.

for an iterative error made by some later iteration to correct an
earlier error and lead to a decrease in the cumulative error. In this
case, we find that the cumulative error starts off low, but diverges
asymptotically.
In summary, this iterative test can not only capture modelinduced error, it can also reveal bias encoded in the model, such
as the Kronecker model’s dispersing degree distribution previously
uncovered and formalized by Seshadhri et al. [39].

We also attempted to perform experiments on the Enron
email dataset, which contains about 33K notes and 180K edges.
Unfortunately, many of the graph models degenerated too quickly
(as shown in Dai et al. [40]) or were otherwise unable to process
such a large network.
Graph Models.
There are hundreds of possible graph models to which the Infinity Mirror test may be applied; however,
the current work is not a survey of graph models; instead, we
sample archetypal graph models from among the various options
available. These include Chung Lu (CL) [2], clustering-based
node replacement graph grammars (CNRG) [23], block twolevel Erdős Réyni (BTER) [41], degree-corrected stochastic block
models (SBM) [42], hyperedge replacement graph grammars
(HRG) [22, 43], Kronecker graphs (KRON) [19, 20], bottom-up
graph grammar extractor (BUGGE) [24], generative adversarial
network (NGAN) [30], graph linear autoencoder (LAE) [26],
graph convolutional neural networks (GAE) [27], and graph recurrent neural networks (GRNN) [25].
Methodology.
For each combination of M and G0 , we
create 50 independent fit-and-generate chains, each of length 10
(i.e., G1 , G2 , . . . , G10 ). The 50 independent chains are almost
certainly different because each graph model incorporates some
stochasticity during feature extraction, graph generation, or both.
GraphRNN does not conform to the above format, because it
learns from and generates batches of graphs at a time. For this
model, we initially feed in 50 identical copies of G0 , which are
used to generate a batch of 50 different G1 s; in this manner, every
iteration of GraphRNN works on batches of 50 graphs for both
input and output.
Some graph models like NetGAN degenerate to an extent that
they fail to complete even one iteration of the fit-generate process.
3. www.github.com/satyakisikdar/infinity-mirror
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Fig. 4. The Edge Ratio (top), and Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence of the PageRank (bottom) distributions over 10 iterations. Each square in the
heatmaps represents the value averaged over 50 trials. An edge ratio of 1 indicates no change. For JS divergence, lower is better. Model failures
are marked in gray. Most models preserve the edge counts of the original graphs, except KRON, GRNN, LAE, and GAE. BTER, CL, CNRG, and
SBM are standout performers, as evidenced by their low divergence values across the board.

A thorough investigation of their implementation is needed to
unveil the specific causes, which we consider to be beyond the
scope of our work. We, therefore, choose to leave out NetGAN
from all our experiments. In a small number of cases, some models
were unable to process some of the graphs (for various reasons);
in those cases, results are omitted.
4.1

Edge Ratio and PageRank

In this section, in the spirit of the previous Kronecker example, we
will examine how the various models affect a graph’s edge count
and PageRank vector as the Infinity Mirror iterates.
One of the most obvious ways a model might distort a graph
is by changing its total edge count. Since some models do not
make guarantees regarding a generated graph’s edge count with
respect to the input, measuring the raw edge count provides
immediate insight into the change a graph might have undergone
at the expense of some comprehensiveness. With this in mind, we
measure the change in edge count by tracking the number of edges
in a generated graph in the Infinity Mirror sequence as a proportion
of the number of edges in the original input graph. Precisely, we
define the edge ratio by |E(Gi )|/|E(G0 )| for a graph Gi at iteration
i in the sequence compared to the initial G0 .
The first heatmap in Fig. 4 shows how the various models’
edge ratios change across iterations on the five different datasets.
Shades more saturated in color (appearing darker) indicate a
divergence from 1, indicating no loss, with shades closer to
dark red indicating an increase and shades closer to dark blue
representing a decrease. The lighter shades closer to white indicate
an edge ratio close to 1, which would correspond to very little if
any change in the edge count. The grey rows indicate data missing
either due to models failing to fit/generate on the input dataset.

As we can see, most models behave quite well as measured
by the edge ratio: ER, BTER, SBM, CL, and CNRG all have an
edge ratio close to 1, which is expected from the way these models
are defined. Since ER is a random graph model whose connection
parameter is learned from the input, the expected edge count for
any graph generated by that model should be the same as the
input’s edge count. Similar reasoning extends to BTER and SBM;
since their probabilities are learned from the input, the number of
expected edges in any generated graph should be similar to the
original. Further, since CL attempts to replicate the input graph’s
degree distribution, any generated graph should have nearly the
same number of edges as the original.
The prominent deviants in Fig. 4 are BUGGE, KRON, and
the graph neural network models. On three of the five datasets,
BUGGE generates graphs markedly sparser than the original. This
is likely a consequence of the nature of the Kemp-Tenenbaum
grammars that BUGGE learns not being well-suited to capturing
global information regarding the raw edge count of the graph. The
grammars learned by BUGGE are also unable to capture the fine
structure of the already-sparse Clique-Ring dataset, leading to a
slight increase in the edge count. As expected from the analysis
in Fig 3, KRON exhibits an exponential increase in the number
of edges across all datasets as the model is successively refitted
on its outputs. This is shown clearly by the linear color gradient
in Fig 4, since the colors for this particular heatmap are scaled
logarithmically.
The two graph autoencoders – GAE and LAE – remarkably
increase the edge counts of their generated graphs from as early
as the first iteration of the Infinity Mirror test. We can see across
all five datasets that GAE and LAE compare only to the most
mature iterations of KRON. This immediate and sustained increase
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Fig. 5. Portrait divergence (top) and λ-distance (bottom) values over 10 iterations on five real-world datasets averaged over 50 trials. Model failures
are marked in gray. Confidence intervals are not plotted, but do not exceed ±0.021 in the worst case. SBM and CNRG are the standout performers.

in density is unique to the two autoencoders and foreshadows
their characteristic behavior on the other graph similarity metrics.
Finally, we can observe a relatively modest increase in edge count
by GRNN on Flights, the smallest of the real-world datasets,
contrasted by a drastic decrease in edge count after the first iteration on Clique-Ring. Since GRNN seems to behave comparably
well on Eucore, it may be too early for any conclusory remarks
regarding GRNN.
The second heatmap in Fig. 4 displays the Jensen-Shannon
divergence of the models’ PageRank distributions between Gi
and G0 . The PageRank algorithm assigns a weight to each node
PR(v), signifying a random walker’s probability over the graph’s
edges landing on that node. A node’s PageRank score is highly
correlated to its degree but contains additional information about
the graph’s topology. However, since PageRank scores may not
necessarily be integers, the JS divergence cannot be computed
directly. In our analysis we create 100 equal-length bins from 0 to
max PR(v) and compute the JS divergence on these binned
v∈{V0 ∪Vi }

PageRank distributions.
It is important to note three trends from this second heatmap
that will remain largely true throughout the rest of the analyses:
•
•
•

KRON gradually degrades as iterations increase,
GAE and LAE immediately diverge across datasets, and
CNRG performs abnormally well on the Clique-Ring
dataset due to the Vertex Replacement Grammar’s ability
to perfectly replicate the dataset’s intricate clustering.

Additionally, we can see that GRNN performs about as poorly as
the random ER model on the two real-world datasets for which
data is available. Finally, none of the models performs particularly
well on Clique-Ring with the aforementioned exception of CNRG.

4.2

Portrait Divergence and λ-Distance

Edge ratio and PageRank both describe a graph from an important
but limited perspective. Clearly, two graphs with the same number
of edges may have drastically different topologies. Similarly,
graphs with similar PageRank distributions do not necessarily
share similar network topology [37]. A more thorough examination that compares the topology and internal substructures between
the source graph and each new iteration is needed to describe each
model in more detail. Among the many options [44], we focus on
Portrait divergence [34] and λ-distance [35].
The Portrait divergence is based on a portrait of a graph [45],
based on the distribution of pairwise shortest path lengths. It is
represented by matrix B = [b`,k ], the number of nodes which are
exactly ` hops away from k other nodes, where ` ∈ [0, d], where
d is the graph diameter, and k ∈ [0, |V |). Because shortest path
lengths are correlated with edge density, degree distribution, and
other centrality measures, the network portrait is a comprehensive
(and often visually compelling) summary of a graph’s topology.
Furthermore, the graph portrait provides a probability P (k, `) of
randomly choosing exactly k nodes at a distance `. It, therefore,
provides a probability distribution over all nodes in a graph. The
Portrait divergence is therefore defined as the JS divergence of
portrait distributions from two graphs [34].
The λ-distance is similar to Portrait divergence. It is defined
as the Euclidean distance between the eigenvalues of two graphs.
In the present work, we use the graph Laplacian L = D − A (i.e.,
the difference between the degree and adjacency matrices) instead
of the adjacency matrix due to its desirable properties (e.g., lower
co-spectrality between non-isomorphic graphs) [35].
Results of Portrait divergence and λ-distance are plotted as
heatmaps in Fig. 5. Like in Fig. 4, each block represents the mean
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Fig. 6. PCA weights for the graphlet vectors(Top). 2-D PCA of graphlet
vectors (Bottom) on all five datasets (represented by shape) and all
11 graph models (represented by separate plots), showing the first
10 iterations (represented by color). The original graphs are plotted
in green. Each mark represents the coordinate of a generated graph
averaged over all trials. These illustrations show how graphs degenerate
comparatively over multiple iterations. The numbers ∆1 , ∆5 , and ∆10
in each plot represent the average Euclidean distance between the
embeddings of the original and generated graphs for iterations 1, 5, and
10 respectively.

over 50 trials on each source graph and model over the first 10
iterations. Again, confidence intervals are not plotted for clarity
but do not exceed ±0.021 in the worst case. By design, the Infinity
Mirror test looks to accumulate and compound the errors and the
biases in the generated graphs. This is confirmed in both Figs. 4
and 5 where the colors of the cells change from yellow to red.
We want to draw the reader’s attention to the performance of
BTER, BUGGE, and CL models. While they are all able to capture
and mimic the first-order distributions like PageRank, evidenced
by the blue cells in the heatmaps in Fig. 4, they struggle with
higher-order distances like Portrait divergence. Understanding the
reasons why that is the case is important. We hypothesize that
this is because these models are not sensitive enough to detect
higher-order edge mixing patterns. CL, for example, only tracks
the degree distribution of its input. BTER goes a step further
and augments that with average clustering information. BUGGE’s

grammar rules are designed for directed graphs and are optimized
to be small in size, as a result of which it sometimes fails to
capture mesoscale properties. These observations are not meant
to criticize these models but to understand their behaviors better.
In comparison, CNRG and SBM demonstrate their prowess by
achieving low scores across both first-order and higher-order
measures. Their performances warrant praise, but we continue our
investigation using more sophisticated tools. We start by moving
our focus from edges and paths to local structures and tracking
triadic closures.
4.3

Tracking Degeneracy: Graphlets

Graph modelers have also found that the number and types of
various graphlets significantly contribute to the graph’s overall
topology. For every graph, we use the Parallel Parameterized
Graphlet Decomposition (PGD) algorithm [36] to count occurrences of 2, 3, and 4-node connected subgraphs and store the
result in a 9-dimensional embedding vector. These vectors are L2
normalized and then reduced with principal component analysis
(PCA) into 2-dimensions. Fig. 6 show the results of PCA on the
graphlet vectors with each model separated. Therefore, each mark
in the plot for a specific model represents the reduced vector,
averaged over 50 trials for each iteration. Different datasets are
represented with different shapes, while different iterations follow
a gradient of yellow to red from iteration 1 to 10. The coordinates
of the original datasets G0 are marked in green to serve as a
reference. To quantify the dispersion from the original graph,
we compute the Euclidean distance between the embeddings of
the original graphs and the generated graphs. We aggregate these
distances for each dataset model pair and report their means for
iterations 1, 5, and 10 in each of the plots in Fig. 6.
PCA was used instead of t-SNE or other dimension reduction techniques because its reduced vectors are a simple linear
combination of weights on the original vector. This provides a
somewhat understandable representation for each reduced vector
if the original vector also carries semantic meaning. The top
part of Fig. 6 shows the weights for each element that, when
combined, map each mark to its 2-dimensional point. Interpreting
PCA weights is fraught with difficulty, but in this case, the findings
are pretty straightforward: the x-axis is positively correlated with
4-clique and 4-tailed-triangle and negatively correlated with 4path and 3-star, while the y -axis is highly correlated with 3-star,
negatively correlated with 4-tailed-triangles and 4-paths.
Representing axes in this way allows the reader to begin to
conclude the plot in Fig. 6. We call-out two interesting findings as
examples. First, from the HRG plot, we observe that the markers
shift upwards in the y -axis with increasing iterations, as evidenced
by the change in marker colors from yellow to red. This could be
due to an increase in the number of 4-cliques and 3-stars. Simply
put, the HRG model appears to be biased towards generating more
cliques. The observation can validate that the hyperedges in the
HRG model are formed directly from a clique-tree.
Second, the graph autoencoder models (GAE and LAE) and
KRON tend to diverge quickly from the input graphs, away from
all the models, to occupy a region with high values of x. High x
values could result from a large number of 4-cliques and a lack of
4-paths and 3-stars, indicating an increase in the density of edges
in the generated graphs. This transition is gradual, as seen by both
the trail of markers changing colors from yellow to red and the
increasing distances.
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Third, CNRG, SBM, BTER, and CL perform similarly well.
The markers overlap closely with the originals’, evidenced by
the low distance values. Indeed CL’s performance is surprising,
particularly for the four real-world graphs. These prompted us to
examine the topological degeneracy of the graphs from yet another
perspective in Sec. 4.4, looking at how average clustering and
average shortest path lengths evolve across iterations for different
models. There are certainly additional conclusions that may be
drawn from the PCA plots, but we leave these for the reader.

in a graph are, with meaningful implications in many applications.
Graphs mined from real-world data, such as social and biological
networks, often exhibit a low average shortest path length, known
as the small world property [3]. Synthetic graphs (e.g., trees,
cycles), on the other hand, can have much longer geodesics. If
a graph model hopes to capture the global nature of interactions in
a network, then the average path length is an important property to
preserve. Tab. 1 has the average clustering, average shortest path
lengths used in the paper.
In Fig. 7, we have plotted the average clustering (CC) against
the average path length (APL) of eleven generative models on five
datasets as they experience 50 iterations of the Infinity Mirror test.
After the 10th iteration, the results tend to stabilize (or completely
degenerate), so we only plot the first 10 in most illustrated results.
Points plotted are aggregated means across the 50 independent
chains of the Infinity Mirror, with the initial graph G0 for each
dataset colored green and subsequent iterations G1 through G10
colored in a gradient from yellow to red. Different shaped markers
distinguish datasets.
Similar to Fig. 6, KRON, GAE, and LAE display a similarly
gradual progression, whereby the APL values consistently and
monotonically decrease as the clustering coefficients creep higher
over the iterations. This further validates our previous observation
that these models create highly dense graphs as the model is
iteratively fit.
The ER and CL graphs display a similarly sudden and consistent grouping of points towards the lower left of the graph. This
corresponds with the common knowledge that these random graph
models have low clustering and small inter-node distances.
CNRG and BTER perform markedly well on these metrics. We
can see that the points for each dataset stay reasonably near their
initial starting point for a few iterations before gradually tending
to decrease clustering. On all datasets, either CC or APL is very
well preserved, while the other metric slowly drifts away from the
initial values.
Interestingly, the BUGGE graphs can maintain the same average clustering while getting less tree-like, i.e., denser. This could
be due to the introduction of edges across distant regions, which
perform as random shortcuts, bringing down the APL without
affecting the CC.
Finally, GRNN displays peculiar behavior. GRNN displays
neither the tight, sudden grouping nor the gradual, consistent
decay of some other models. Instead, the points seem to generally
congregate near the bottom of the plot, indicating a consistent
decrease in APL but inconsistent behavior in terms of clustering.
4.5

4.4

Tracking Degeneracy: Clustering and Geodesics

Yet another way to track the topological changes in graphs
throughout Infinity Mirror generations is tracking changes in
clustering and shortest path lengths. The average path length
(APL) and average clustering coefficient (CC) measures capture
important topological information about a graph and provide a
meaningful summarization of a graph’s shape and structure.
Average clustering measures the amount of triadic closure in a
graph, roughly the fraction of closed triangles. Real-world social
networks often contain a lot more triangles, and therefore have
higher average clustering compared to ER graphs [46].
Similarly, distances between nodes, as measured by the lengths
of shortest paths, indicate how far apart or close together the nodes

Investigating Learned Model Spaces

Graph metrics like edge ratios and PageRank distribution from
Fig. 4, Portrait and λ-distance from Fig. 5, generally show that
models tend to degenerate as they are repeatedly asked to model
their generated graph. The result from Fig. 6 offers clues to
how they degenerate, but these plots investigate the output of the
models, not the model itself.
Next, we investigate how the models change to gain further
insights into the biases encoded into each model. Unfortunately,
only a handful of the graph models studied in the present work
contain interpretable parameters. For example, the model parameters of neural networks (i.e., GRNN, LAE, GAE, and NGAN) are
well known to be challenging to interpret. The BTER, HRG, and
CL parameters carry semantic meaning but are still difficult for
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Fig. 8. Model parameters for iterations 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 on the Ring of Cliques graph using KRON, SBM, BUGGE, and CNRG models. Kronecker
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show that a K5 is encoded (instead of a K4 from the source graph). CNRG generates graphs that are isomorphic to the source graph where C̄500
is a 500 node cycle. Rule frequencies are denoted by ×.

humans to interpret. Likewise, the ER model is just the number of
nodes and edges, which do not degenerate over iterations. What
remains are the KRON, SBM, BUGGE, and CNRG models.
We display the interpretable graph model parameters Θ for
iterations 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 of the Clique-Ring source graph
in Fig. 8. The KRON model shows the initiator matrix, which
generates a graph by repeatedly computing the Kronecker product
and stochastically drawing an edge in the resulting matrix according to the value in each cell. We find that all four entries in the
initiator matrix tend towards 0.999. This leads to the generation of
increasingly dense graphs, similar to what we observed in Fig. 3
and Fig. 7.
The SBM detects and models graphs using a reduced block
matrix. New graphs are generated by drawing tight-knit groups
according to the probabilities in each block and connecting disparate communities according to their off-diagonal probabilities.
In Θ1 , SBM discovers the ring structure, evidenced by most communities being only connected to two neighboring communities.
We see that, as the iterations increase, the number of detected
communities decreases. The matrices also start resembling a coreperiphery structure, the cores consisting of many nodes, with the
rest appearing in sparse communities surrounding the core.
Node replacement graph grammar models of the Clique-Ring
produced by BUGGE and CNRG are easily interpretable. These
models encode context-free grammars of graph substructures
where a node represented on the left-hand side of a production rule
is replaced with the graph on the rule’s right-hand side. CNRG first
encodes the individual 4-cliques into separate nonterminal nodes
(bottom rule) and then encodes the 500-node ring into a single
starting rule. In this way, CNRG can capture the exact topology of
the graph and is, therefore, able to generate an isomorphic copy
over multiple iterations.
BUGGE treats all edges as bi-directed, including in the production rules, which show an interesting bias. In the first iteration
Θ1 , the top rule encodes cliques of arbitrary size, and the bottom

rule encodes a chain of cliques. These rules still preserve the
clique-ring structure, but the size of the individual cliques starts
to vary. Because the top rule in the first iteration does not limit
either the number or the size of individual cliques, we observe
that 5-cliques start frequently appearing in later iterations.
4.6

Running Time Analysis

These results show that the Infinity Mirror test can expose interesting degeneration processes of graph models. While this is a
useful outcome, the test’s efficacy must also consider the cost of
performing such a test. This section presents and analyzes timings
associated with the included models and the Infinity Mirror test.
Ultimately, the cost of the Infinity Mirror test is a summation
of the cost of running multiple generate-and-fit iterations. We
report running times over 10 iterations of the test for all models
on the three largest graphs in Fig. 9 averaged over 50 independent
trials. As expected, running time is proportional to the size of the
current input graph. Most models, except KRON and BUGGE, as
observed in Fig. 4(A), maintain a constant edge ratio, therefore,
have roughly the same running time across iterations. KRON’s
tendency to increasingly densify the graph causes the runtime to
scale exponentially.
BUGGE’s timing curves reveal an interesting pattern: the first
iteration takes significantly longer than the rest. In addition to the
dimensions of the graph, BUGGE’s running time also depends on
the degree of structure present in the graph. Real-world graphs
have complicated, non-uniform local structures that significantly
increase the search space for possible grammar rules. At the end
of the first iteration, BUGGE finds a simple, interpretable set of
grammar rules to describe the original graph, then used to generate
future graphs. However, these new graphs are highly structured
and lack the local structural nuances of the original input graph.
So, successive runs of BUGGE become considerably faster.
Finally, we acknowledge that our analysis does not include
the cost of computing the various distributions. First-order metrics
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